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eT-Hover-panel series of lifting devices

ˮ  the expert for horizontal panel handling

The vacuum lifting devices in the eT-Hover-panel series are de- 
signed for the horizontal lifting of vacuum-tight panels, such 
as sheet metal, plastic panels, dense wooden boards, etc. De-
pending on the frame and equipment used, the devices have a 
maximum carrying capacity of up to 4,000 kg.

They have a variable number of cross beams. Depending on 
the application, additional beams with additional suction plates 
can be used to increase the carrying capacity (see table). 
 
Example: eT-Hover-panel-250 
Initial carrying capacity: 250 kg, 
1 main beam with 2 cross beams
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
+ 1 additional cross beam = 250 kg + 125 kg
= carrying capacity of 375 kg 

The devices with an initial carrying capacity of up to 750 kg 
are optionally available with an extra-flat design. Equipped 
with a their telescopic manipulating handle bar with an oper-
ating panel, this variety is intended especially for removing 
loads from narrow high-bay racks. The operating panel can 
be used to control all relevant processes if the user desires. A 
vacuum pump with integrated non-return valve generates the 
vacuum. 

Several safety and alarm systems ensure the necessary level 
of safety to prevent faults and risks in accordance with DIN 
EN 13 155. 
 
In most lifting devices of the series, the main beam fulfils the 
function of a vacuum reservoir.

Sample devices

eT-Hover-panel-250
HG HF 250 04 180 RL

eT-Hover-panel-500
HG HF 500 04 230 RL

eT-Hover-panel-750
HG HF 750 04 290 RL

Carrying capacity (kg) 250 500 750
Dimensions LxWxH (mm) 2000x1200x700 2000x1200x700 2000x1200x700

1 main beam with 2 cross beams

Suction plates 4x BSP 180 RL 4x BSP 230 RL 4x BSP 290 RL
Vacuum pump VT 4.4, 4m³ dry-running VT 4.8, 8m³ dry-running VT 4.8, 8m³ dry-running
Tare weight (kg) approx. 105 approx. 110 approx. 115

Additional cross beam with 2 suction plates
Carrying capacity (kg) +125 for each cross beam +250 for each cross beam +375 for each cross beam

eT-Hover-panel-4000
HG HF 4000 04 OVA

Carrying capacity (kg) 4.000
Dimensions LxWxH (mm) 3000x500x1100

1 main beam with 4 suction plates

Suction plates 4x BSP 410x810 XXL
Vacuum pump VT 4.25, 25 m³ dry-running
Tare weight (kg) approx. 325
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If you have any questions or require a concrete quotation, 
please contact us by telephone, fax or e-mail.


